
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

     

 
 
 

Dear Professor, 
We are delighted to inform you that the 5th edition is now in print. The new edition provides the 

power of the new SmartBook adaptive reading experience, which allows you to engage your students so 
that they are better prepared when they come to class. With the introduction of the 5th, edition there will be 
new Video Cases and new iSeeIt! Videos coming in connect. At the end of this newsletter, we have 
included a preview of the new material in 5e. If you haven’t yet seen the 5e, request a sample from your 
McGraw-Hill rep or request it online here!  

We are thrilled to provide the Grewal/Levy newsletter to empower you to provide current, cutting-
edge examples of marketing in the classroom.   
            The newsletter includes abstracts of current articles, notes on the applicable chapters in the textbook, 
and discussion questions, together with their answers. The newsletter also features current videos. We hope 
you will find the visual and comprehensive topic coverage useful. The newsletter is also accessible at 
grewallevymarketing.com. We encourage you to tell us how you use the newsletter. Please send your 
feedback to mlevy@babson.edu. 
Sincerely,  

 
Dhruv Grewal and Michael Levy 

www.grewallevymarketing.com 
This newsletter summarizes article abstracts for the following topics: 
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Videos 
“New App Connects Hungry Children with Restaurants” 

• Bringing technology and social innovations together, a new app 
seeks to feed hungry children while simultaneously helping local 
businesses and restaurants cut down on their food waste. And the 
app creators are all high school students themselves. 

• 4:43 minutes 
• http://www.wsj.com/video/new-app-connects-hungry-children-

with-restaurants/213CC7AC-6C1E-4D8D-BCE2-
7D51A98EFB74.html 

 
“Millennials Ask: What’s It Like to Retire?” 

• College students ask older, retired people, “What do you wish you 
knew when you were my age?” Can you predict their answers?  

• 3:09 minutes  
• https://www.nytimes.com/video/your-

money/100000004929047/millennials-ask-whats-it-like-to-
retire.html?playlistId=100000004799789&region=video-
grid&version=video-grid-
headline&contentCollection=Business&contentPlacement=4&m
odule=recent-
videos&action=click&pgType=Multimedia&eventName=video-
grid-click 
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Rather than a Death Knell, Omnichannel Might Ring in Prosperity for Smart 
Distributors in the Supply Chain  

Chris Petersen, “How Omnichannel Is Offering Wholesalers and Retailers New Partnering Opportunities,” 
Retail Wire, March 1, 2016  

Use with Chapter 16, “Supply Chain and Channel Management” 

In some ways, omnichannel initiatives seem likely to eliminate distributors from the supply chain. If 
consumers can access retail offerings directly, the story goes, they have no need for the services that 
distributors and wholesalers offer. But rather than disappearing, some savvy distributors are recognizing 
that the omnichannel trend actually offers them some promising options for growth and expansion. 

In particular, unless they are Amazon, retailers lack the full spectrum of capabilities required to get 
products to consumers. Especially for smaller, independent sellers, an online channel might increase direct 
sales, but they still need help to maintain products in inventory, ensure efficient and accurate deliveries, and 
receive returns. Instead of their traditional roles (i.e., obtaining bulk products from manufacturers, holding 
them in warehouses, and then providing them to retailers as needed), wholesalers and distributors can 
perform more customized and personalized services that benefit various other parties in the supply chain.  

For example, retailers still don’t want to 
have to hold substantial inventory, so a 
good distributor could offer benefits by 
warehousing products, then shipping them 
directly to consumers when directed to do 
so by the retail firm. Such deliveries may 
demand new competencies, which 
distributors may be uniquely positioned to 
develop. For example, a distributor might 
promise delivery within certain time 
windows and thereby ensure that a 
perishable shipment, for example, arrives 
when the customer is at home to receive it. 
If they can also ensure rapid replenishment, 
it might be worth it for a retailer to 

continue to rely on the distributor for conventional shipments of goods to its stores. 

Another promising alternative would be to transform distribution centers into collection points or “pickup 
lockers,” such that consumers have another, potentially more convenient option for collecting the goods 
they order. Such centers also could function as collection points for returns. For retailers, the challenge of 
reverse logistics is becoming increasingly pressing, especially when consumers purchase items that are 
only available online, then return them to stores, which have no place to put those items.  

Discussion Question: 

1. How is omnichannel retailing improving the partnering relationships between wholesalers 
and retailers? 
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Taking Ice Cream Viral: A Social Media Public Relations Effort in the 
Trump Years  

Shama Hyder, “How Dippin’ Dots Turned a Frosty Crisis with Press Secretary Sean Spicer into Social 
Media Gold,” Forbes, January 24, 2017 

Use with Chapter 3, “Social and Mobile Marketing,” and Chapter 19, “Advertising, Public Relations, 
and Sales Promotions” 

In the current presidential administration, tweets are a prominent form of 
communication. The President’s criticisms of Nordstrom attracted 
substantial attention, but he isn’t the only one with a mobile device and a 
Twitter account. Well before he became the press secretary, Sean Spicer 
took to the microblogging site to complain repeatedly when the ballpark 
ran out of vanilla-flavored Dippin’ Dots during a Nationals game. At the 
time, there was little controversy; Spicer was not a famous name, and 
though the tweets were rather odd, they were not particularly notable. 
 
That all changed when he was appointed press secretary and people began 
to look for information about him. The odd series of tweets about Dippin’ 
Dots, in which he predicts the company’s demise based solely on a 
particular flavor being out of stock at a single ballpark on a specific date, 
quickly attracted people’s attention. Soon, both Spicer and Dippin’ Dots 
were trending, forcing the company to issue some sort of response. 
 
But the situation was delicate. Dippin’ Dots did not want to engage 
negatively, nor did it want to be caught in the political cross-fire. Yet it believed that it could not simply 
ignore the reawakened discussion or fail to respond. Even if the tweets were old, people were talking 
widely about the company and its products, and if Dippin’ Dots simply remained silent, that would be a 
form of response too. 
 
Instead, it crafted an open letter to Spicer, from the company CEO, using levity and gentle reminders of its 
status as an employer of members of the American workforce, to defuse the potential damage of the 
situation. The letter apologized for running out of vanilla at the Nationals’ stadium, described the success 
of the company, and asked for permission to host an ice cream social at the White House. The lighthearted 
humor nearly demanded that Spicer take the situation a little less seriously; accordingly, he responded via 
Twitter the next day, proposing that the ice cream should be given to first responders instead of White 
House staffers. The discussion went viral of course, shared by millions of consumers who appreciated the 
tone of the response.  
 
Thus the company came out ahead: Its name was trending for days, and its corporate image for silly fun 
was burnished. Furthermore, it made sure that Sean Spicer was unlikely to lodge many more strange 
complaints about it.  
 

Discussion Question: 

1. What lessons does this encounter teach for firms that might experience some political 
controversy, even without doing anything to bring about the controversy? 
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Advertising Industry “Likes” Changes Coming to Facebook 

Sapna Maheshwari, “Facebook Takes Steps to Improve Advertising Data After Criticism,” The New York 
Times, February 10, 2017; Mike Shields, “Facebook Agrees to Audit of Its Metrics Following Data 
Controversy,” The Wall Street Journal, February 10, 2017 

Use with Chapter 7, “Business-to-Business Marketing” and Chapter 19, “Advertising, Public 
Relations, and Sales Promotions” 

Social media giant Facebook reported $27.6 
billion in revenue in 2016, and nearly all of this 
income was generated by advertising. However, a 
recent series of data mishaps and inaccuracies in 
its tools used for measuring ads and calculating 
fees has threatened the company and its bottom 
line.  
 
As a result of the ongoing issues, Procter & 
Gamble, the largest advertiser in the United 
States, recently threatened to pull its advertising 
unless the company accepted the Media Rating 
Council’s (MRC’s) standards for advertising 
viability and also allowed third-party 
measurement companies to verify the company’s 

advertising metrics independently.  
 
In light of this demand, Facebook recently announced that it would begin to undergo audits by the MRC as 
requested, and it would provide new granular data to independent third-party measurement firms to allow 
them to perform independent verification of Facebook’s rates. Furthermore, Facebook rolled out new 
advertising options for companies to consider when they next place advertising orders. For example, 
companies now have the option to pay only for video advertisements that run to completion. Companies 
also will no longer be charged for advertising that does not run for at least 2 seconds—in line with the 
standards set forth by the MRC. 
 
The changes were announced in a presentation to the board of the Association of National Advertisers. In 
addition to the MRC audits, Facebook will provide new information to advertisers about how many ads 
from a given campaign have been viewed, how long they appeared on each user’s screen, and whether or 
not a user’s sound was on while this consumer viewed a video advertisement. These new data in turn 
should help brands and advertising companies design better marketing communications that appeal to 
specific social media audiences. At the same time, companies might find ways to tweak their existing 
campaigns for better results.  
 
The changes made by Facebook were generally well received by the industry. The chief brand officer for 
Procter & Gamble—arguably the largest actor applying pressure on Facebook to enact the changes—called 
the company’s revisions “A positive step forward.” It remains to be seen though if other social media 
platforms will follow suite to provide more transparency and verifiable performance metrics that companies 
can truly rely on when considering advertising opportunities. 

Discussion Question: 
1. How effective do you find advertisements that appear on Facebook and on other social 

media platforms? 
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New Audits for Google’s YouTube Keeps Advertisers Happy 

Mike Shields, “Google Agrees to YouTube Metrics Audit to Ease Advertisers’ Concerns,” The Wall Street 
Journal, February 21, 2017 

Use with Chapter 7, “Business-to-Business Marketing” and Chapter 19, “Advertising, Public 
Relations, and Sales Promotions” 

YouTube is a media powerhouse. The popular 
video site reaches billions of people, and its 
users stream hundreds of millions of hours of 
videos. Trying to audit advertising metrics on the 
website is obviously a challenging task.  
 
However, given growing pressure for social 
media and other popular sites to allow 
independent third-party verification of their self-
reported advertising data, Google has committed 
to integrate new auditing procedures into its 
video-sharing website within the next few 
months. Google also will partner with the Media 
Rating Council (MRC) and allow it to conduct 
independent audits on the way Goggle’s three 
data collection firms currently gather data about how advertisements are accessed and viewed. Finally, 
Google will work with the MRC to audit data for ads purchased on non-Google sites, though the company 
not outlined the timeline needed for such integration. 
 
Google’s move comes only a few weeks after Facebook caved to external pressures from advertisers to 
verify that the company’s metrics, used to measure advertising data, were fair and accurate. Both 
companies previously collected and self-reported viewer data, and advertisers had no way to request 
independent verification of the results. However, unlike Facebook, which already had acknowledged a 
series of errors in its data reports, Google made clear that this partnership with the MRC was not in 
response to any single particular factor or incident. It claimed it has been working toward such an 
arrangement for several years, and it noted that it already has worked closely with the MRC to provide 
auditing services for 30 other products. 
 
Advertisers welcomed the news and praised Google for its commitment to transparency and accuracy in its 
data reporting. 

Discussion Question: 

1. What concerns do advertisers have with entities that self-report data metrics? 
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The Most Anticipated Sequel of the Year (for Toy Retailers) 

Lisa Richwine, “Disney Plans Midnight ‘Star Wars’ Event to Unveil ‘Last Jedi’ Toys,” Reuters, February 
17, 2017 

Use with Chapter 12, “Developing New Products” 

Walt Disney Co. and other major retailers are 
hopeful that history will repeat itself when it 
comes to the success of new Star Wars toys. Toys 
sales for Star Wars: The Force Awakens 
contributed substantially to the financial success 
of the film, and also gave big boosts to the 
quarterly sales of Hasbro Inc. and Mattel Inc. 
Accordingly, another kind of sequel, a marketing 
campaign sequel, is planned for this fall in 
connection with the holiday-season release of 
The Last Jedi.  
 
The new campaign will be called “Force Friday 
II,” and new toys and apparel inspired by the 
movie will be released at midnight, both online 
and in stores across the globe. The buzz 

surrounding midnight release events for toys connected to The Force Awakened allowed many retailers to 
plan special release events and parties. Eager patrons came dressed as their favorite characters from the 
series, and they quickly snapped up a variety of toy lightsabers, remote-controlled BB-8 droids, and action 
figures.  
 
However, some industry observers, including the senior vice president of the International Licensing 
Industry Merchandisers’ Association, caution that “Force Friday II” may not be as successful as the initial 
2015 campaign, because so little time has passed between the releases of the two sequel films. With many 
of the same characters reprising their role in The Last Jedi, consumer demand for new versions of the same 
Rey dolls or Finn action figures may be significantly reduced. 
 
Walt Disney Co. does not seem overly concerned about these pessimistic predictions though, and it assures 
fans that it already has started production on a wide range of new and innovative Star Wars–themed 
product products. From high-tech toys to updated action figures to representations of some of the new 
characters, the company hopes to replicate its past success and continue to expand the film’s audience, as 
well as its potential consumer base. 

Discussion Question: 

1. With the current aggressive release schedule for Star Wars movies, does Walt Disney Co. 
run the risk of saturating the market for toys and collectables? 
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Smart” Toys Raise New Privacy Concerns 

Kimiko de Freytas-Tamura, “The Bright-Eyed Talking Doll that Just Might Be a Spy,” The New York 
Times, February 17, 2017 

Use with Chapter 4, “Marketing Ethics” 

Privacy concerns continue to be a hot-button issue for many consumers. As more smart products enter the 
home, many of them wonder just how safe their personal information is from unscrupulous hackers, and 
even some manufacturers. Laptops and mobile phones are typically the types of devices suspected to cause 
a breach in security (or microwave ovens), but a recent announcement from the German 
telecommunications watchdog group, the Federal Network Agency, caused new concern for many parents. 
Could certain smart toys be watching their kids, and thus be used to steal personal data? 
 
The toy at the center of the current controversy is 
called Cayla. Manufactured by Genesis Toys and 
distributed by the Vivid Toy group, Cayla connects 
to the Internet via a Bluetooth connection. She can 
interact with children by recording their 
conversations and responding to certain programmed 
verbal cues.  
 
Children may love the doll; many adults see it as a 
potential menace. Charges have been leveled that the 
unsecured Bluetooth connection could allow hackers 
to access Cayla’s systems and record the 
conversations of children (or parents) in the room. 
Furthermore, some United States–based advocacy 
groups have filed complaints with the Federal Trade 
Commission, citing concerns about the manufacturer’s practice of transmitting and storing all recorded 
voice data prints. The software company that stores these voice prints, Nuance Communications, has 
reserved the right to use any data it receives as it chooses in its marketing efforts. Could parents thus hear 
their children’s conversations with their toys broadcast in an advertisement someday? 
 
German telecommunication laws effectively ban Cayla from future sale in Germany, and the Federal 
Network Agency has urged parents to deactivate any dolls previously purchased. Genesis Toys has yet to 
release a statement on the recent ban. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. What “smart” products do you have in your home? Are you concerned that these items 
could be used to gain personal information? 

2. What ethical responsibilities do the toymakers have here? What about governmental 
agencies? Parents? 
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What If You Threw a Sale, and No One Came? Pricing Perceptions 
versus Realities 
 
James Allen, “You Cut Your Prices. So Why Didn’t Consumers Notice?” The Wall Street Journal, 
February 20, 2017  
 
Use with Chapter 15, “Strategic Pricing Methods” 

 
Basic economic theory predicts that when 
prices go down, consumers buy more. But 
the reality, as it often is, is more complex. 
Sometimes, when prices go down, 
consumers don’t even notice.  
 
The reason has to do with the powerful 
influence of consumer perceptions. If 
people believe a retailer charges high 
prices, the actual prices charged might not 
matter much. If they perceive another 
retailer as inexpensive, it can list products 
for the same price as competitors but earn 
more sales. The challenge for retailers—
especially those with a low price 

positioning—is to ensure that consumers’ perceptions match their pricing strategies.  
 
For example, one discount apparel retailer learned that by offering a vast variety of price points, it was 
confusing consumers and leading them to believe its prices were higher than they really were. By 
eliminating some of this variety, as well as upping its marketing communications and in-store signage to 
highlight its discount position, the retailer achieved increased sales. These tools appear central to 
establishing the pricing position, suggesting that retailers must devote more attention to creating an 
accurate image, both within and outside the store.  
 

Discussion Question: 

1. What are some ways retailers can make sure their perceived prices match their actual 
pricing strategy?  
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20th Century Fox Needs a “Cure” for the Headache Caused by Its Fake 
News Campaign 
Sapna Maheshwari, “20th Century Fox Gives Real Apology for a Fake News Campaign,” The New York 
Times, February 16, 2017; Liam Stack, “20th Century Fox Used Fake News to Publicize ‘A Cure for 
Wellness,’” The New York Times, February 15, 2017 
Use with Chapter l4, “Marketing Ethics,” and Chapter 19, “Advertising, Public Relations, and Sales 
Promotions” 
Marketing campaigns are often designed to push boundaries and generate a buzz, but a recent marketing 
campaign that embraced the notions of fakery may have gone too far—
especially in the modern environment, in which alternative facts and fake 
news are politically charged and highly controversial concepts.  
 
To promote its horror film A Cure for Wellness, 20th Century Fox sought to 
leverage the frightening plot in its marketing. The premise of the 
psychological horror movie centers around a fake product that promises to 
cure patients of various maladies, but it actually makes the patient sicker. 
The protagonist’s fight to expose the cure as fake results in his own 
confinement and torture. Thus 20th Century Fox believed it had a rare 
opportunity to capitalize on the nation’s current preoccupation with the 
concept of fake news, so it partnered with a fake news creator to publish a 
series of inflammatory articles that loosely tied into the movie’s plot.  
 
These fake news stories were published online by plausible-sounding 
organizations, such as The Houston Leader and The Salt Lake City Guardian 
(neither of which is real). The articles discussed hot-button topics such as 
President Trump’s relationship with Russian President Vladimir Putin, criminal penalties for women 
receiving abortions, and Lady Gaga’s plans for a tribute to the Muslim religion during her halftime 
performance at the Super Bowl. The articles mixed verifiable information (e.g., open-minded quotes about 
acceptance from Gaga; actual tweets from Trump) with fake details and information. Then they 
incorporated minor plot details from the movie in each story.  
 
Ultimately, the articles were widely shared on social media. An estimated 65,000 people shared the Lady 
Gaga story. Few readers or sharers seemed to realize that the articles they were spreading were fake or that 
they were part of a stunt marketing campaign to promote a film. 
 
Once the deceptive articles were uncovered as a marketing ploy by the news organization Buzzfeed though, 
advertising watchdog groups cried out against the questionably ethical actions of 20th Century Fox in this 
campaign. Both the Society of Professional Journalists and TruthinAdvertising.org issued statements 
accusing the studio of acting in a deceptive and unethical manner.  
 
Within a week, the public outcry led Regency Enterprises (a producer of the film) and 20th Century Fox to 
issue an apology and pull the campaign. The attempt at a creative marketing campaign was successful in 
creating a buzz, but the buzz did not center around the intended topic—namely, the product being 
marketing. Instead, the effort left 20th Century Fox searching for its own cure to the headache it caused by 
creating such a negative reaction among consumers. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. The use of a hoax can be an effective marketing gimmick. Why did 20th Century Fox’s fake 
news campaign ultimately fail? 

2. Could an application of the ethical decision-making framework have prevented 20th 
Century Fox from making what ultimately turned out to be a poor decision? 
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Tourism Companies Assure Clients: That Cramped Airline Seat Is 
Worth It! 

Martha C. White, “Traveling Is Stressful, but Do It with Us, Companies Say,” The New York Times, 
January 22, 2017 

Use with Chapter 13, “Services: The Intangible Product” 

Vacations are all about the destination. The 
journey to get there is rarely as pleasant. 
Travel, be it by plane, train, or automobile, 
often means stressful schedules, cramped 
spaces, and disappointing experiences. But 
recently, several hotel and travel brands 
have changed their marketing strategies to 
acknowledge the stress and hardships 
experienced by tourists. Through various 
creative marketing efforts, these service 
providers have launched new campaigns to 
assure weary travelers that the destination is 
indeed worth the price of the ticket. 
 
For example, the wellness-based Westin 

Hotels & Resorts has initiated a new print advertising campaign that features short descriptions of some of 
the common pain points associated with travel. Juxtaposed against the description of an uncomfortable 
airline experience is a colorful background shot of a woman being rejuvenated by the company’s refreshing 
swimming pool.  
 
But airline companies are not taking such allegations quietly. They also have adopted a strategy of 
acknowledging and addressing negative travel experiences in their marketing. Both JetBlue and American 
Airlines have taken humorous views of an airplane traveler’s worst nightmare: a crying baby in a nearby 
seat. JetBlue’s recent Mother’s Day promotion offered a discount each time a baby wailed on a cross-
country flight. American Airlines rolled out a new “World’s Greatest Fliers” campaign that contained tips 
on how to prevent frustration while flying (e.g., remember your noise-canceling headphones), so that you 
can leave your flight still loving babies.  
 
For Hilton Hotels & Resorts, the “Stop Clicking Around” campaign instead focuses on the frustration of 
searching for the best price online. Promising a more convenient experience for a lower price, the brand 
touted the benefits of visiting its hotel websites directly. Of course, for Hilton, this option also is appealing, 
because it enables the service provider to avoid paying commissions to third-party tourism sites. 
 
With a deftly light touch, these companies have attempted to use a negative experience as a feature in their 
promotional materials to communicate an authentic message. Being honest with consumers and 
acknowledging the discomforts associated with modern travel ultimately may make them more willing to 
put up with the inconveniences. 

Discussion Questions: 
1. What other industries might benefit from acknowledging pain points in their advertising 

campaigns? Why might this strategy be more effective in the travel industry compared with 
other industry types? 

2. What gaps in the GAPS model does this marketing strategy seek to address? 
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Data Mining Offers New Insights for Student Success, But the Cost May 
Be Too High 
Joseph B. Treaster, “Will You Graduate? Ask Big Data,” The New York Times, February 2, 2017 
Use with Chapter 10, “Marketing Research” 

After literally centuries of experience and observed outcomes 
based on millions of students, colleges and universities thought 
they knew which key indicators ultimately could predict a 
student’s success. Grades in core courses, test scores, and 
attendance in the first year were identified as the most accurate 
predictors of whether a student would graduate.  

But as the four-year national graduation rate fell below 50 percent, 
and student loan debts began to reach crisis proportions, new 
external pressures have led some universities to consider a new 
approach: data mining. In collaboration with data analysis 
companies such as Civitas Learning and EAB, or else relying on 
tracking systems they have developed on their own, universities 
have uncovered some surprising patterns about which metrics and 
performance indicator actually correspond with students’ eventual 
scholastic success. 

These big data mining software programs for use in higher education analyze hundreds of millions of past and 
present student records, searching for patterns. The results are often surprising. For example, one large nursing 
school anticipated that students’ eventual success in its programs would be tied to their performance in the 
school’s core course, “Conceptual Foundations of Nursing.” But a sophisticated data analysis instead revealed 
that a student’s performance in an introductory math course was a much more reliable indicator of the likelihood 
that he or she eventually would graduate from the program. As a result of the new information, the college 
redirected its efforts to include new math tutoring offerings, designed to help struggling students grasp the 
concepts and prevent them from dropping out of school. 

The data mining software also can be customized to track a range of variables. By examining everything from 
new student applications to where and when students scan their university ID cards, the software can make 
predictions about how students’ background or social habits might contribute to their eventual success or failure.  

However, as is so often the case, the new tool also has some drawbacks. The cost for a university to contract with 
a data analysis company and license the software is steep. A standard three-year contract typically costs over half 
a million dollars. Many university faculty and administrators are also concerned about the impact of using (or 
perhaps overusing) predicative analytics. Universities seeking to increase their rankings or ratings may refuse to 
accept students whose backgrounds feature certain “warning signs,” and such choices may have 
disproportionally negative effects on historically underrepresented students (e.g., those from lower 
socioeconomic households, international students).  

Moreover, the extra interventions that schools adopt to get struggling students back on a particular track may 
prevent students from switching majors, even if doing so would be more appropriate or appealing for the students 
in the long term. Finally, many critics cite potential privacy concerns: Student data could easily become 
compromised if a hacker accessed the system. With potentially millions of records containing sensitive personal 
information, the data files would be an attractive target for criminals seeking to commit identity theft.  

Ultimately, proponents of data mining believe that the software’s use in a college or university setting will be 
beneficial to students. As long as human advisors remain in the equation, offering advice and recommendations 
in face-to-face encounters with students, the big data and personal information can be used as one of many tools 
designed to help students succeed. Thus far, only a few colleges have adopted the technology, and it has not been 
in use long enough to show a measurable increase in graduation rates. Time will tell whether data mining by 
colleges and universities ultimately is worth the (actual and potential) price. 

Discussion Question: 
1. If the results prove successful in a college setting, should data mining programs be expanded into 

high schools to predict student success as well? Why or why not? 
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Guests Only: Hotels Woo Guests with Exclusive Spaces 

Elaine Glusac, “Growing Perk for Hotel Guests: Private Bars and Rooftops,” The New York Times, 
February 4, 2017 

Use with Chapter 13, “Services: The Intangible Product” 

Planning a visit to a big city this summer? 
Do not be surprised to see “Guests Only” 
signs popping up in restaurants and 
buildings that share space with upscale 
hotels. Seeking to attract new patrons and 
build brand loyalty with their guests, many 
hotels are carving out special areas that are 
off limits to the general public.  
 
With promises of exclusive, high-end 
spaces that offer extra amenities and a 
relaxing atmosphere, away from the general 
public, these hotels seek to set themselves 
apart from the competition by going above 

and beyond. Hotel guests can enjoy private roof-top spaces in big cities such as New York or London, or 
they can enjoy a signature cocktail in a private bar in the hotel’s restaurant. The service provided and 
exclusive atmosphere help make hotel patrons feel special and appreciated. The memorable experience thus 
created also cannot be replicated elsewhere. 
 
Hotels see a benefit from the new exclusive spaces as well. Their long experience has shown these service 
providers that travelers are often willing to pay more for rooms in locations where “guest-only” spaces and 
services exist. The extra amenities provided also help create brand loyalty among guests who have 
experienced and appreciated the special space. Hotels know that when that person next has to travel, the 
special, exclusive amenities, reserved only for guests, may help sway their final decision between that hotel 
and a competing option without such special treatment options.  

Discussion Question: 

1. What is the perceived and actual value provided to the patron by exclusive “guest-only” 
spaces? 
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Take a Virtual “Test Drive” Before Booking Your Next Trip 
Jane L. Levere, “Before You Take the Trip: How About a Virtual ‘Test Drive’?” The New York Times, 
February 12, 2017 
Use with Chapter 5, “Analyzing the Marketing Environment” 

Virtual reality devices and 360-degree videos are 
quickly becoming widely popular, prompting a 
variety of players in a wide range of industries to 
move forward in adopting related technologies as a 
part of their marketing efforts. A particularly 
prominent example of an industry that has 
aggressively pursued uses of such technology is 
the travel industry.  
 
In virtual “test drives” of resorts, events, and 
destinations, tourism brands have sought to help 
generate travelers’ interest and boost tourism to the 
area. From Thailand to Las Vegas, national and 
local tourism authority organizations realize the 
value of developing immersive videos that can 
highlight the beauty of the location and the fun that can be had.  
 
For example, the Tourism Authority of Thailand has capitalized on the country’s popular elephant 
sanctuaries by developing four 360-degree videos that allow users to tour the facilities virtually and see the 
massive animals as they move about their enclosures. Tourism of Australia also has developed multiple 
360-degree films, highlighting various aquatic and coastal travel experiences, allowing virtual visitors to 
enjoy stunning views of the Great Barrier Reef—without ever coming anywhere close to a crocodile! The 
Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority focuses on a different kind of animal: the human sights and 
sounds captured in 30 different 360-degree videos that simulate drives down the famous Las Vegas 
Boulevard.  
 
Beyond the tourism agencies, independent airlines and hotels are adopting the technology too. United 
Airlines has created virtual reality demonstrations, showcasing its upscale Polaris business class service. 
Travelers can virtually tour the space while sitting is special booths, set up in the carrier’s domestic hubs 
around the nation.  
 
Marriott Hotels’ special “teleporter” booths can be used by guests to view virtual reality destinations 
accessible from other Marriott Hotels across the globe. Even budget-friendly Best Western has gotten in on 
the action. The company uses Google Street View technology to create 360-degree videos that allow users 
to tour each of the firm’s 2,000 locations. 
 
Although not quite as fun as being there in person, the ability to “test drive” a property, experience, or 
location allows consumers to gather more information before deciding where to book their next vacation. 
These new forays into the virtual reality space also allow companies in the travel industry to expand their 
reach and entice prospective clients. 
 
Discussion Questions: 

1. What other industries might benefit from using such virtual reality tours in their marketing 
efforts? 

2. Technological advances obviously enable such virtual tours. What other 
macroenvironmental factors are at play in these developments? 
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The Kids Are Marketing All Right: Recycling and Selling on E-
Commerce Platforms   
Khadeeja Safdar, “Young Consumers Tap Online Market for Recycled Apparel,” The Wall Street Journal, February 
16, 2016  
Use with Chapter 1, “Overview of Marketing” and Chapter 16, “Supply Chain and Channel 
Management” 

Rather than waiting for retailers to stock the 
fashions they want or for their parents to give them 
enough money to purchase the latest fashion, 
modern teenagers have embraced a recycling 
economy in e-commerce settings. Functioning as 
both sellers and buyers, the young consumers have 
prompted the emergence of retail platforms that 
reflect their unique competencies and needs.  

On the Poshmark app for example, teens can earn 
credits for products they sell. They are not required 
to provide a credit card, as is standard on many 
other e-commerce sites. Then they can use the 
credits to buy other items available on the site. 

Poshmark also offers social networking capabilities and an intuitive process for uploading photos and 
descriptions of the items for sale. To facilitate the supply chain, it allows sellers to print out shipping labels, 
ready to slap on to a box getting mailed to a buyer. 

The consumers on such sites enjoy the distinctiveness they can achieve. Rather than going to the mall to 
buy the same things that everyone else is wearing, they can find unique, one-of-a-kind items. Accordingly, 
a recent survey suggests that more teenaged consumers shop resale and recycling sites than shop at once 
popular retail chains such as Abercrombie & Fitch. 

When these buyers shift to selling mode, they also obtain several notable advantages. An obvious one is the 
chance to make money. One New York teen has leveraged his sense of fashion by selling rare sneakers, 
effectively and frequently enough to earn more than $100,000 last year. He thus notes his fervent 
anticipation to purchase a luxury car—as soon as he is old enough to drive, that is. 

Beyond the direct earnings, the young resellers gain valuable experience with sales, marketing, and 
retailing. Many of them customize products, such as one savvy seller who buys out-of-fashion merchandise 
at a low cost, then cuts, dyes, and decorates the items to make them more stylish. Thus a $10 pair of blue 
jeans transformed into an acid-washed pair of pink denim shorts with frayed hems, which she sold for $75.  

Interviews with some of these entrepreneurs indicate their growing understanding of the 4Ps of marketing: 
They recommend finding distinctive products that can set the wearer apart; promoting the offerings using 
vivid descriptions, pricing them to sell quickly, and making sure to upload new offerings at the place and 
time (e.g., evening hours, after school) that buyers are most likely to be ready to make a purchase.  

Discussion Question: 

1. Analyze the application of the 4Ps by these young entrepreneurs. Which elements could they 
improve? Which ones do they seem do best? 
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